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The 7 Deadly
Sins of Online
Dating
Blackdragon
The seven biggest things guys do wrong when meeting
women from online dating sites, and how to avoid
them.
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The Sins
1. Not Sending Out Enough Emails

2. Spending Too Much Time Talking To Women Online

3. Over-Focusing On Your Profile

4. Seeing Lots of Uglies and Getting Discouraged

5. Taking Too Much Time To Read Profiles

6. Being Too Needy

7. Getting Too Excited About “That One Girl”
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1. Not Sending Out Enough Emails
I’ll often see guys complain that they sent out three, four,
six, maybe ten emails, get a few responses, have a few
conversations that go nowhere, then declare that online game
“doesn’t work”.
Guys who pick up women in bars and clubs would never
consider having four women be unresponsive to them,
declare “picking up women at bars doesn’t work!” and then
pout and go home. Online dating works the same way.
Online dating is a NUMBERS game. You must put in the
numbers. And the more numbers you put in, the better your
results will be.
As I talk about in the first ebook in the Blackdragon series,
How To Fill Your Calendar With Dates Using Online
Dating, you should ideally be sending out at least 20 to 30
emails a week, every week, for a period of several weeks.
Do that, and unless you have something very wrong with
you, you can’t not get dates.
Women online are picky and flakey. Just like they are in
real life. Most of the emails you send out are not going to
get responses. And this is normal. Sending out five emails
and then waiting around hoping for some amazing woman to
come knocking on your door is not a good way to get results.
Be proactive, and get those emails out!
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2. Spending Too Much Time Talking
To Women Online
This is the second biggest mistake I see guys make, by far.
If you can just get a handle on this one alone, it will
transform your online dating experience. I mean it.
A guy send outs some emails, and gets some responses. He
responds back. They respond back. Then he responds back.
And on and on it goes.
The guy is doing his best to be funny, cool, witty, social, and
different. When a woman gives him a complement or gets
flirty, he feels good. And on and on this goes.
The problem is while he’s having fun interacting with
women, he’s not going out on dates and he’s certainly not
getting laid.
As I talk about in How To Fill Your Calendar With Dates
Using Online Dating, women LOVE to “talk” to guys
online. And if you let them, that’s exactly what they’ll do.
Talk. Forever.
But is talking all you want? Or would you like something
more from these women?
Then stop TALKING and start scheduling dates.
Never go more than three email exchanges with a woman
without pitching a meetup with her. If she’s stuck with you
long enough to email back twice, the odds of her saying yes
to a real-life meetup are at least 85%. If you keep “talking”
to her without nailing down a date, YOU are the one wasting
your own time. Remember that!
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3. Over-Focusing On Your Profile
Guys spend way too much time stressing about their online
profile.
The sad fact is easily 80% of a woman’s decision on whether
or not to email you (or email you back) will be based on
visual things in your photo that you either can’t control or
can’t anticipate. One of the problems with online dating is
women are more picky about men’s physical appearance,
facial features, clothing, and photography style online than
they are in real life.
They will quickly pass you by based on things like the shape
of your nose, the color of your shirt, your hairstyle, or the
color of the wall in the photo behind you.
So stop worrying about every sentence in your prolife and
whether or not it’s cool. Yes, a cool profile does help, but
it’s not a make or break thing. Especially if you avoid Sin
Number One and are sending out a lot of emails!
If you’d rather not worry about your profile, if you want
specific instructions on what kinds of wording and
photographs pull the most women online, it’s all in the
ebook, How To Fill Your Calendar With Dates Using Online
Dating.
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4. Seeing Lots of Uglies and Getting
Discouraged
This one I can relate to, but it’s still a big mistake.
Let’s be frank for a minute. There are a lot of ugly or
otherwise unattractive women on those dating sites, aren’t
there? Yes there are. I’ll be the first to admit that.
Often, searching for women, you can get really discouraged,
even actually turned off looking at all those pictures of
overweight or unattractive women. I understand. And
certain dating sites have a higher concentration of these than
others, and I go over all of the main ones in detail in How To
Fill Your Calendar With Dates Using Online Dating.
I get it.
BUT, that does NOT mean there aren’t tons of very hot, very
attractive babes to meet up with on the dating sites! I have a
personal policy that I will NOT meet up with a woman
unless she is at least an “eight” on the one to ten hotness
scale. Yes, the one to ten scale is subjective from man to
man, but you get my point. I only date women who are
really attractive, and I have no trouble finding PLENTY of
these women on the dating sites. From online dating, I’ve
dated models, actresses, dancers, gorgeous wealthy
heiresses, you name it.
Think about it. Let’s say out of ten women on a dating site,
six are ugly, three are “acceptable”, and one is hot. (I’m
making those numbers up, but they’re in the ballpark.)
That’s completely fine! Look at lots of pictures, ignore the
uglies, and focus on the women you LIKE. Don’t let the
overwhelming number of ugly women turn you off to the
HOT women that are there online, waiting for YOU.
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5. Taking Too Much Time To Read
Profiles
I’ve had a lot of guys tell me “OK, send out lots of emails.
20 or 30 a week. OK. But damn dude! That means I’ll be
reading like hundreds of profiles! That would take all day!
Where do you find the time?”
I don’t need to find the time, because it barely takes me any
time. Online dating is, when done correctly (and usually it
isn’t), hands down the most time management-friendly
method of dating women there is.
If you read every word of every profile that catches your
eye, then yeah, it will take you all weekend to get out the
needed number of emails to make this all work.
Instead, I do this. I do my search, and only click on the
pictures of women I consider clearly an eight or higher. I
Ignore screen names and all other pictures.
Once a profile comes up, I check three things. 1) Her pics,
to confirm that she is indeed as hot as I thought. 2) Her
location, to make sure she’s within 45 minutes of easy
driving distance from my home. 3) Her age, to ensure she
falls within my personal age requirements.
If she passes all three of my “tests”, BOOM, she gets an
email, and BOOM, I’m on to the next profile. It takes me
maybe ten seconds to do all of this.
Remember, she likely won’t even respond to your email. So
why spend all that time reading her profile? Waste. Of.
Your. Time. Once there’s communication, or you’ve
schedule a date, THEN go back and read her profile if you
still want to.
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6. Being Too Needy
Lots of guys have shown me samples of emails they write to
women online. And the biggest problem with them is that
they are oozing with NEEDINESS. Or at a minimum,
“trying-to-act-coolness”.
They’re often long, drawn out emails, full of paragraphs and
paragraphs of him trying to act cool, smart, funny, witty,
well-read, well-traveled, successful, etc, etc, etc.
And all SHE gets from this crap is “Damn, this guy really
wants to date me.”
Being needy, or indicating that you might be needy, is THE
number one turn-off for women, both online and in real life.
Women have high-powered neediness detectors, and when
they’re online, these detectors are turned up full-blast.
Your emails should be short, fun, to the point, and NONNEEDY. I go over exactly, point-by-point, how to do this in
the ebook How To Fill Your Calendar With Dates Using
Online Dating. It’s a very simple and repeatable process.
Remember, all women, even the overweight ones, are
getting TONS of emails from TONS of guys when they’re
online. What do you think most of THOSE guys are doing?
That’s right. Trying to act cool and being needy, just like
you probably are.
Needy guys don’t get dates. Or get laid.
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7. Getting Too Excited About “That
One Girl”
Oh, this one is the worst of them all. It’s a combination of
Sins Number One, Two, and Six.
Here’s what sometimes happens. A guy will poke around,
doing some searching. He’ll come across a SMOKING
HOT GORGEOUS BABE. She’s like out of his wildest
fantasies! So he takes an hour and carefully crafts the
“perfect” email to her. It’s a long, drawn out email where he
tries to be cool, funny, different, etc, etc, etc.
Amazingly, beyond all odds, she responds! Usually with
something short like “Ur funny lol”
And now, the guy is ESTACTIC. ORGASMIC. He can’t
believe how “lucky” he is! And now that she’s responded,
OH MY GOD, HE CAN’T SCREW THIS UP. He thinks
through every word he types out to her, obsesses over every
email he writes, hovers over and analyzes every word she
writes back.
…and wastes a huge amount of time, because he never ends
up actually meeting her. Because she was so perfect, he
wasted too much time talking to her (Sin Number Two) and
got too needy (Sin Number Six).
And because he was so obsessed over that “one girl”, so
concerned about “not screwing it up”, all the time, effort,
and thought he put into one girl he should have been putting
into many girls (Sin Number One).
If he had, he’d probably be having sex with one of them
right now, instead of obsessing over why Little Ms. Perfect
suddenly stopped writing him back.
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Further Reading
There’s more where this came from…
If you would like to implement a proven, heavily tested,
perfectly refined and efficient system for filling your
calendar full of first dates with attractive, cool, fun women,
you need to check out the ebook, How To Fill Your
Calendar With Dates Using Online Dating. In there I outline
exactly what I do, step-by-step to never be without first
dates, so you can do the exact same thing.
That’s getting the dates. What about after that? If you
would like to learn how to have sex with women as quickly
as possible with a minimum amount of time, energy, or
drama, without having to spend a lot of money and without
having to lie or stay up late into the evening, you should
definitely check out the second ebook in the series, Dating
Women: Getting To Sex As Quickly As Possible. Just like
the first ebook, I lay out exactly what I do to have sex with
women easily, within four hours (on average) from the
moment you meet her to when you actually have sex with
her.
If you would like general information on sex, women,
dating, and relationships, my primary web site is The
Dragon’s Lair, where all my products and services, free and
otherwise, are available, as well as my blog and some other
goodies. Check it out!
If you have any questions for me, I’m an email away at
theonlyblackdragon@gmail.com.
Good luck!
~Blackdragon
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